PROGRAM AND COURSE OFFERINGS

Visit CWU-Pierce County to learn about preadmission and application requirements specific to each program and to find out if you are eligible for Dual Admission. Contact us at 253-964-6636. Visit us online at www.cwu.edu/pierce-county or in Olympic 330 or email at cwu_piercecounty@cwu.edu.

BS Business Administration - Supply Chain Management

The CWU B.S. Business Administration - Supply Chain Management specialization adopts a systems orientation toward business strategy and management. Our graduates understand that the most successful companies collaborate among functions within the organization as well as between organizations in the supply chain.

BAEd Elementary Education

Students who elect this major will be endorsed to teach in elementary (K-8) classrooms with a choice of double majors in Early Childhood Education or Middle Level Math, or minors in Family Studies, Literacy, Psychology, Elementary Science or Sociology. This program is available to community college graduates with a two-year transfer associate's degree (DTA) or a bachelor's or greater degree from an accredited college.

BAS/BS Information Technology and Administrative Management

The BAS-ITAM program is a hybrid program that provides the opportunity for students who have achieved an applied or technical associate's degree to earn their bachelor's degree in a timely manner. There are three specializations within the ITAM program, ADMG, IT and Cyber Security specializations. The ADMG specialization provides students with any applied or technical associate's degree the ability to earn their four-year degree. All specializations provide upper-division course work in preparation for a leadership or management position.

BS Interdisciplinary Studies - Social Sciences

CWU's Interdisciplinary Studies - Social Sciences program is for students who are interested in broader options in course selection than are possible within a traditional departmental major and who want to specialize their course of study according to individual interests and professional/educational aspirations. This program offers courses in a traditional classroom setting and online.

BS Social Services

The Bachelor of Science degree in Social Services is designed for students interested in working in the human services delivery system. This program provides the educational background and training necessary for a wide array of jobs at the national, state, and local levels. Social Services graduates work alongside social workers, counselors, law enforcement officers, doctors, therapists, and other specialists who help individuals tackle major challenges in their lives. Many social services programs provide intervention for citizens with substance abuse problems or victims of crime or violence.

CWU-Online Learning

www.cwu.edu/online-learning

Online Degree Programs
BA English: Writing Specialization
BS FlexIT - Retail Management & Technology (Competency based)
BS Information Technology and Administrative Management
BA/BS Individual Studies
BS Interdisciplinary Studies–Social Sciences
BA Law & Justice
BS Paramedicine (Hybrid)
BA Psychology
BA Sociology

Online Graduate Programs:
MEd Special Education
MEd Literacy
MEd School Administration
MEd Instructional Leadership
MEd Higher Education
MEd Health and Physical Education (Hybrid)
MEd Health and Physical Education–Athletic Administration (Hybrid)
MS Information Technology and Administrative Management

* Information is subject to change
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